
PUSH BROOMS
Fine, medium & coarse sweeping
Use these push brooms to sweep up dirt and 
debris from large unobstructed areas.

fine

medium

coarse

This broom does it all. It’s the 
general purpose broom suitable 
for cleaning a wide range of floor 
surfaces and debris from the food 
manufacturing process.

The extra fine fibres sweep up raw 
ingredients such as flour with 
ease. Deep recessed fine threads 
provide the perfect fit to one of 
our Euro-style handles.

Extra stiff fibres provide the necessary 
strength to push heavier debris on the 
factory floor. Can be used to sweep 
textured and grouted floors.

item colour size [in.] trim [in.] pack

B896B blue

18 2¼ 4

B896G green

B896R red

B896W white

B896Y yellow

item colour size [in.] trim [in.] pack

B809B blue

B809G green

B809R red 18 2½ 4

B809W white

B809Y yellow

item colour size [in.] trim [in.] pack

B770B blue

B770G green

B770R red 12 1½ 4

B770W white

B770Y yellow

Sweep & scoop
UPRIGHT BROOMS & SHOVELS

Upright angled brooms and shovels work well as partners in 
cleaning small areas and getting into corners.

uPrigHt angle brooms

one-Piece sHoVel

d-griP sHoVel

These handy angle brooms easily fit into tight spaces 
at just 9 in. wide. Stiff bristles are heat-fused into a 
high-impact plastic block, ensuring less fibre loss and 
less chance of bacteria finding nooks and crannies to 
grow in. Available in red, blue, green and yellow to 
aid in the implementation of HACCP programs.

Use any acme-thread handle with these broom 
heads. For food prep or processing areas, we highly 
recommend a non-wood handle such as an 
aluminum handle with an acme threaded nylon tip.

These sturdy polypropylene shovels are moulded in 
one piece, making them virtually impervious to any 
type of bacterial growth. The overall length is 44-inch 
and the blade is 14-inch wide – perfect for moving 
large amounts of dry goods (flour, spices, grains, etc.)

A two-piece constructed shovel made of smooth, 
impact-resistant polypropylene. Overall length is 41 in. 
and the blade is 12 in. wide. Light and easy to handle.

item colour size [in.] pack

521 blue

9 12
522 green

523 red

520 yellow

description item colour size [in.] pack

one piece

PSHOPLB blue

44 x 14

2

PSHOPLG green

PSHOPLR red

PSHOPLW white

PSHOPLY yellow

d-grip

PSH6B blue

41 x 12

PSH6G green

PSH6R red

PSH6W white

PSH6Y yellow

EUROTHREAD

EUROTHREAD

EUROTHREAD
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Contact Atlas Graham for additional styles and 
profiles of push brooms.
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SCRUBBING
Scrub small areas
These tools have coarse fibres to effectively clean tiled 
floors or vertical surfaces with grout lines. 

grout & sWiVel

floor scrub

dual scrub, clean HigH or loW

These very coarse brushes offer the deepest 
scrubbing action for cleaning grouted tiles on walls 
or floors. Both brushes have a 360° articulating head 
to maintain contact with the floor while scrubbing. 
The ST11 has a tapered brush proflle for extra deep 
grout cleaning.

This small broom has firm short trim with the 
power to loosen and scrub engrained dirt on 
hard surfaces. Excellent for cleaning grouted 
tiles with an aggressive scrubbing action. 

The dual angle profile of this broom gets into corners 
and is the tool to clean vertical surfaces efficiently. 
The profile can also get under equipment to clean 
those hard to reach areas.

item colour size [in.] trim [in.] pack

ST12 blue
9½

1
12

ST11 blue 7/8

item colour size [in.] trim [in.] pack

B928B blue

9 1½ 4

B928G green

B928R red

B928W white

B928Y yellow

item colour size [in.] trim [in.] pack

B1605B blue

B1605G green

B1605R red 12 1¾ 4

B1605W white

B1605Y yellow

Dual moss rubber
FLOOR SQUEEGEES

FDA approved, closed cell moss rubber repels water and other liquids preventing bacteria 
from harbouring inside the squeegee. The rubber is non-marking, non-toxic and is resistant to 
vegetable oils and animal fat by-products. Great for cleaning textured floors.

fda rubber squeegees
These floor squeegees are made to last with a high 
impact polypropylene channel and closed-cell moss 
rubber blade which conforms to irregularities in floor-
ing (such as grout lines) to move liquid smoothly and 
leave floors virtually dry. 

All materials used in our squeegees are FDA-approved 
materials: the green natural rubber, with all components 
conforming to FDA 21 CFR, including the frame.

The green coloured rubber is especially developed for the 
hygiene markets. Surgical green is distinctive and hygienic. 

colour 16 in. 24 in. pack

blue PLSQ400B PLSQ600B

6

green PLSQ400G PLSQ600G

red PLSQ400R PLSQ600R

white PLSQ400 PLSQ600

yellow PLSQ400Y PLSQ600Y

EUROTHREAD

EUROTHREAD

EUROTHREAD

EUROTHREAD

ST12

ST11
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TWISTED-IN-WIRE BRUSHES
For cleaning process pipes
These twisted-in-wire (TIW) tube brushes effectively clean process hoses and 
pipes. Choose  the closest diameter brush to the pipe you wish to clean.

UTILITY BRUSHES
Cleaning equipment
These brushes have the fibre strength to quickly 
clean processing equipment and mixing tanks.

sHort Handle

long Handle

Vat brusH

With a 10 inch curved handle, this utility brush 
provides a little extra reach for jobs that require hand 
scrubbing, such as cleaning walls or countertops. An 
excellent all-round tool, featuring an aggressive 1¾ 
inch polyester fibre.

The 16 inch long handle of this utility brush provides 
extended reach; this is especially useful for overhead 
cleaning.  The brush is filled with a 1¾ inch long stiff 
polyester fibre that easily digs dirt out of grooves  
or corners.

When paired with the handle of your choice, this 
oval-shaped brush is ideal for cleaning the interiors of 
vats, tanks or barrels.  The trim is 1½ inch long and stiff  
for heavy-duty scrubbing.

tiW brusHes
We offer a variety of twisted-in-
wire brushes that are useful for 
cleaning tubes, bottles, glassware, 
vases or machine parts. Wire is 
stainless steel for corrosion 
resistance and the bristles are  
medium stiff polyester.

item colour size [in.] pack

T831B blue

12 x ½

5

T831G green

T831R red

T831W white
T831Y yellow

T832B blue

12 x 1

T832G green

T832R red

T832W white
T832Y yellow

T833B blue

15 x 1½

T833G green

T833R red

T833W white
T833Y yellow

item colour size [in.] pack

T834B blue

15 x 2

5

T834G green

T834R red

T834W white

T834Y yellow

T835B blue

15 x 2½

T835G green

T835R red

T835W white
T835Y yellow

T836B blue

15 x 3

T836G green

T836R red

T836W white
T836Y yellow

item colour size [in.] pack

D4B blue

10 6

D4G green

D4R red

D4W white

D4Y yellow

item colour size [in.] pack

D9B blue

16 6
D9G green

D9R red

D9W white

D9Y yellow

item colour size [in.] pack

D77PRB blue

8 1/2 1
D77PRG green

D77PRR red

D77PRY yellow

colour ½ in. 1 in. 1½ in. pack

blue T941B T942B T943B

3

green T941G T942G T943G

red T941R T942R T943R

yellow T941Y T942Y T943Y
colour 2 in. 2½ in. 3 in.

blue T944B T945B T946B

green T944G T945G T946G

red T944R T945R T946R
yellow T944Y T945Y T946Y

tiW snakes
Designed to clean hoses and pipes 
up to 120 inches in length. These 
stainless steel (corrosion resistant) 
steel snakes are filled with medium/
coarse polyester fibre and can be cut 
to desired length. 

T944Y

handle sold separately

EUROTHREAD
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HANDHELD BRUSHES
Brushes to make your life easy
These brushes are task specific and offer the easiest 
way to sweep or aggressively clean a surface.

Small brushes for getting into machinery
HANDHELD BRUSHES

These brushes have dedicated ergonomic profiles to clean 
small parts and get into awkward spaces and surfaces. 

detail brusH (narroW)

detail brusH

dual leVel scrub brusH

This detail brush features an extremely narrow profile 
with polyester fibres for squeezing into tight spots. 
Ideal for removing crumbs or dust from crevices. 

For cleaning tight spaces or small parts, the 9/₁₆ inch 
long medium stiff crimped fibre of these detail 
brushes is ideal.  The handle is 7 inches long and 
features finger grooves for a comfortable grip. 

These peanut-shaped hand scrubs feature dual-level stiff 
polyester fibres in a polypropylene brush block. The user’s 
comfort is ensured by the block’s curvy peanut shape and 
the ridged finger grooves along its holding edges. A must 
for scrubbing around corners and uneven surfaces.

counter brusH
The ergonomically angled handle of this 12 inch long 
counter brush, combined with its 2 inch long soft 
sweep bristles, makes removal of crumbs from 
counters or shelves easy.

item colour pack

B861B blue

6

B861G green

B861R red

B861W white

B861Y yellow

item colour pack

ST5B blue

6

ST5G green

ST5R red

ST5W white

ST5Y yellow

item colour pack

B1240 stainless steel

10

B1241B blue

B1241G green

B1241R red

B1241W white

B1241Y yellow

tube brusH [drain]
Meant for cleaning larger tubes or floor drains, these 
solid-core stiff brushes can be paired with the 
ALH30-series of 13 inch aluminum handles. 

item diameter [in.] colour pack

B1529/115 white

2

B1529/115B blue

B1529/115G 4½ green

B1529/115R red

B1529/115Y yellow

B1529/75B 3 2

B1529/95B 3¾ 2

B1659† 3¾ black 6

† B1659 comes with an 20 inch aluminum handle

coffee decanter brusH
This brush was designed to clean commercial 
coffee-makers, with a special offset fill pattern that 
ensures the entire interior of the reservoir gets clean.  
The trim length varies from 1 to 2 inches, set in a 14 
inch long handle hanging hole. Black fill only.

item pack

B1667 6

item pack

B1538 12

B1659†
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Dish and detail brushes
HANDHELD BRUSHES

These tools are designed to clean the insides 
of pots, pans, and equipment.

HANDHELD BRUSHES
Hand scrubs
These tools are a must around kitchen 
sinks and food preparation.

iron scrub
The handle of this scrub brush helps protect the 
user’s knuckles during use, and features a scraping 
end that can be used to tackle any stubborn deposits 
that the stiff polyester bristles cannot remove.

fleXy scrub
The unique block of this handheld scrub can flex to 
fit around pipes or conform to surfaces, ensuring that 
its medium-stiff bristles stay in contact with the 
surface even when cleaning oddly shaped objects.  

item colour pack

ST10B blue

6

ST10G green

ST10R red

ST10W white

ST10Y yellow

disH brusH
The rubber-coated handle of this dish brush ensures 
a non-slip grip. Medium-stiff 1 inch long fibres do a 
thorough job of scrubbing dishes, pots or glassware.

item colour pack

DW1090B blue

12

DW1090G green

DW1090R red

DW1090W white

DW1090Y yellow

detail brusH
This 9 inch long detail brush with medium-stiff, 
5/8 inch. long fibres is ideal for cleaning the nooks 
and crannies of machines such as meat grinders or 
mixers.  The tip is pointed for scraping away 
stubborn deposits.

item colour pack

B1606B blue

12

B1606G green

B1606R red

B1606W white

B1606Y yellow

item colour pack

ST8B blue

6

ST8G green

ST8R red

ST8W white

ST8Y yellow
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